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In the production process of low permeability condensate gas reservoir, the

reverse condensate action and stress sensitivity will lead to the decrease of

reservoir permeability and gas well productivity. However, there are few studies

on the effect of retrograde condensation and stress sensitivity on permeability.

In this study, the stress-sensitive experiments using the method with constant

confining pressure but variable inner pressure were carried out on three cores

from the BZ gas field in southwestern Bohai Sea. The test result that use the

nitrogen as the experimental fluid represent the effect of core skeleton damage

on reservoir permeability during formation pressure drop, and the test result

that use the condensate gas as the experimental fluid represent the effect of

core skeleton damage and retrograde condensation on reservoir permeability.

The results reveal that when the formation pressure drops to the dew point

pressure, retrograde condensation damage is the main cause of permeability

decline. And the effects of core skeleton damage will increase as the formation

pressure drops and exceed the retrograde condensation damage when the net

stress is greater 7 MPa. When the net stress reaches 20 MPa, the core skeleton

damage accounts for more than 90% of the total damage. Furthermore, the gas

well production was calculated considering stress sensitivity and retrograde

condensation based on the experimental results, the result shows that gas well

production decreases by 97.65% when retrograde condensation is considered.

This study can provide a reference for quantitative evaluation of the retrograde

condensation and stress sensitivity in the production process of condensate gas

reservoir.
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Introduction

In recent decades, the development of unconventional

reservoirs, including condensate reservoirs, has attracted

increasing attention as the global demand for oil and gas

has increased. Among different gas reservoirs, the

condensate gas reservoir is special and complex. Due to

the existence of condensate and retrograde condensate in a

certain temperature and pressure range, gas and condensate

can be produced simultaneously in the process of gas

reservoir exploitation, which has extremely high economic

value (Chen, 2016; Hekmatzadeh and Gerami, 2018).

Condensate gas reservoirs are important for improving the

efficiency of the oil industry in China and the world because

of their rich oil and gas reserves (Xu et al., 2017; Yang et al.,

2021).

For conventional oil and gas reservoirs, the reservoir

pressure continuously decreases during the development

process while the overlying pressure remains unchanged,

leading to increasing net stress in the reservoir. As a result,

the structural deformation of the core occurs, resulting in

changes in core porosity, permeability, and other parameters

(Settari et al., 1989; Buchsteiner et al., 1994). This

phenomenon is called the stress-sensitive effect. According

to Davies and Davies, 2001, stress sensitivity is caused by

particle slip motion, particle deformation, and particle

fracturing in the core. Geertsma, 1957 argued that the

decrease in overlying pressure could cause an increase in

core pore volume. Tian et al. (2015) conducted stress-

sensitive experiments by changing the back pressure. The

results suggested that the inner compressive stress caused

by back pressure variation acts directly on the skeleton

particles of rock pores. Jiao et al. (2011) carried out the

stress-sensitive experiments using the method with

constant internal pressure but variable peripheral pressure.

The result shows that the process of rock deformation could be

divided into two phases, namely the microcrack closure phase

and the rock compression phase. For condensate reservoirs,

Bentsen, 1998 found that when the internal pressure of the

reservoir drops below the dew point pressure of condensate

gas, retrograde condensation occurs. Some scholars found that

when retrograde condensation occurs, a part of condensate oil

is attached to the surface of the larger pores of the reservoir

rocks in the form of a liquid film, reducing the gas-phase

permeation channels, and the other part of condensate oil is in

the form of liquid droplets at the smaller pore throats,

blocking the originally connected flow channels and

causing the effective permeability of the gas phase to

decrease. Zhu et al. (2007) found that the condensate oil is

easy to accumulate in the small pores in the pore and on the

surface of rock particles, and the condensate oil gradually

evolves to form slug after aggregation. Song and Li, 2005

analyzed the mechanism of the phenomena of the streaming

along the pore-wall with condensate oil. The streaming along

the pore-wall with condensate oil can be divided into three

layers: adsorbed oil, bound oil and outer oil. In addition, more

retrograde condensation leads to more pore space occupied by

condensate oil before the saturation reaches the critical point.

The higher decrease rate of gas effective permeability

eventually causes a decrease in the recovery of condensate

(Barnum et al., 1995; Liu et al., 2001; Shi et al., 2006; Zhu and

Huang, 1992). Fevang and Whitson, 1997 and Mott, 2003

found that when bottom flow pressure drops below the dew

point, an area of high condensate saturation forms near the

wellbore, resulting in reduced gas permeability. Zhang et al.

(2020) carried out the experimental test of pollution damage

of retrograde condensate. The result show that the retrograde

condensate pollution will lead to a significant reduction of gas

permeability and when the formation pressure drops to

7 MPa, the gas permeability is only 1/6 of that in the early

stage of development. Wang et al. (2018) found that

condensate gas reservoirs during natural development have

persistent condensate blockage, and the core permeability

decreases with decreasing pressure. Several experimental

studies have been conducted on the retrograde

condensation damage of gas reservoirs (Feng et al., 2020; Li

et al., 2004; Tong et al., 2004) However, the influence of

retrograde condensation and stress sensitivity on reservoir

permeability and its changing pattern during pressure changes

need to be explored.

In this study, nitrogen and condensate gas were used as

experimental fluids to conduct the stress-sensitive experiments

on cores of three permeabilities. The percentages of core skeleton

damage and retrograde condensation damage during the rise of

net stress are determined based on the experimental results. The

influence of the two types of damage on the decrease of

permeability and the change law are analyzed, and the

FIGURE 1
The core samples.
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equation of gas well production is established considering stress

sensitivity and retrograde condensation. This study aims to

analyze the influence of retrograde condensation and stress

sensitivity and summarize the change law of core skeleton

damage and retrograde condensation damage on reservoir

permeability in the production process.

Experimental samples and methods

Core parameter

The core samples (Figure 1) used in the experiment were

taken from the BZ gas field in southwestern Bohai Sea, the largest

metamorphic buried hill condensate gas field in the Bohai Sea. BZ

gas field is characterized by diverse reservoir types, extremely

high condensate content, and great stress sensitivity. The buried

depth is 3,400~5,600 m, the formation temperature is

TABLE 1 Core parameters.

Core number Permeability (mD) Porosity (%) Diameter (mm) Length (mm)

BZ-1 0.52 1.76 25.26 49.92

BZ-2 2.14 7.34 25.33 26.95

BZ-3 3.32 9.32 25.59 31.89

TABLE 2 Analysis of shale mineral composition.

Core number Mineral composition (%)

Plagioclase Potassium feldspar Quartz Calcite Siderite Ankerite Biotite Phlogopite

BZ-1 42 17 20 4 1 3 13 0

BZ-2act 39 16 23 4 2 2 0 14

BZ-3 36 15 29 2 1 2 0 15

TABLE 3 The component of the condensate gas.

Component Moore content
(%)

Component Moore content
(%)

Component Moore content
(%)

N2 0.41 iC4 0.464 C7 0.525

CO2 8.733 nC4 0.886 C8 0.956

C1 71.318 iC5 0.319 C9 1.049

C2 6.057 nC5 0.382 C10 0.837

C3 2.519 C6 0.76 C11+ 4.787

FIGURE 2
Phase diagrams of formation fluids at various depths.
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158.4~198°C, the condensate content is 711~751 g/m3, the

porosity is 8.7% and the permeability is 0.3~4 mD. The basic

parameters of each core are shown in Table 1. Moreover, the

mineral composition of core samples was tested, and the test

results are listed in Table 2.

Condensate gas parameters

The condensate gas used in the experiments was prepared

based on PVT data from the gas field. The fluid composition

distribution, fluid phase, and condensate gas precipitation are

shown in Table 3; Figures 2, 3, respectively. Data in Figure 2 was

experimentally obtained with collected oil and gas samples in the

PVT cylinder, reflecting the percentage of oil and gas in the

mixture under certain temperature and pressure conditions. It

can be found that the critical temperature of the field is 52.4°C,

the critical condensation temperature is 384.8°C, and the

formation temperature is 152°C. The critical pressure is

40.76 MPa, the critical condensate pressure is 45.74, and the

formation pressure is 46.93 MPa. Figure 3 shows the variation of

condensate saturation with pressure in a constant volume decay

experiment of the formation fluid. It can be seen that the dew

point pressure of this gas field is 43.97 MPa, and the condensate

saturation is maximum at 23 MPa, which is 32.31%.

Experimental principles and methods

Rock stress-sensitive experiments can be divided into two

types: one with variable confining pressure and constant inner

pressure, and the other with constant confining pressure and

variable inner pressure. Considering that the overburden

pressure of the reservoir does not change during the actual

exploitation and the internal pressure gradually decreases

with the production, the measurement method of fixed

circumferential pressure and variable internal pressure is

more consistent with the practical production (Guo et al.,

2007). In this study, the stress sensitivity experiment method

of constant confining pressure and variable inner pressure was

adopted. The confining pressure of the core gripper was kept

unchanged, and the back pressure was gradually decreased to

change the net stress of the core, thus altering the core

permeability. Finally, the stress sensitivity of the core was

obtained by calculating the core permeability at each pressure

point. The experimental setup is shown in Figure 4. The main

experimental devices include an injection pump, a core

holder, a confining pressure pump, an intermediate

container, a differential pressure gauge, a back pressure

value, and a separator. In addition, the maximum working

pressure of the injection pump is 150 MPa, and the working

pressure range of the core holder, the confining pressure

pump, the intermediate container and the back pressure

value is 0–70 MPa.

The stress-sensitive experiments were divided into two

groups. Nitrogen was used as the experimental fluid in the first

group of stress-sensitive experiments, and condensate gas was

used in the second group. In order to facilitate the control of

the experimental group and match the actual situation, the

experimental process only simulated the stress sensitivity

during the rise of the net stress. The specific operation

steps are as follows: 1) The experimental equipment is

connected, and the dried core is loaded into the gripper

and heated to the actual formation temperature. 2) The

initial confining pressure is 3 MPa. The inlet pressure and

the back pressure are equal and slowly increased with the

confining pressure at a step of 2 MPa and an interval of 30 min

until the confining pressure rose to 50 MPa. The inlet pressure

and back pressure rise to the original formation pressure. 3)

The confining pressure and inlet pressure are kept constant,

and the back pressure value is reduced step by step according

to the setback pressure point. The permeability under each

back pressure point is measured when the gas seepage is stable.

4) After measuring all the set pressure points, the source valve

is closed to end the experiment.

The experimental results

Stress sensitivity of cores with nitrogen as
the flow medium

The stress-sensitive test results of the three cores are

shown in Figure 5. The permeability retention rate

FIGURE 3
Liquid dropout curve of the fluid sample.
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(i.e., the ratio of permeability to initial permeability after core

deformation) is basically the same for the three cores at

different net stresses. It can be seen that the permeability

rate gradually decreases with the increase of the net stress.

When the net stress increases from 2.5 MPa to 20 MPa, the

permeability decreases rapidly, and the permeability

retention rate of all three cores decreases to less than 20%.

As the net stress increases from 20 MPa to 45 MPa, the

decreasing of permeability slows down, and the

permeability retention rate of the three cores decreases by

about 10%. Finally, the permeability retention of all three

cores decreases to less than 10%. When the net stress is

45 MPa, the permeability retention rate is 6.89% for BZ-1,

9.26% for BZ-2, and 9.41% for BZ-3. When the net stress is

less than 20 MPa, the permeability significantly decreases

with the rise of effective force. When the net stress is

greater than 20 MPa, the decrease of permeability slows

down, indicating that at the initial stage of net stress

increase, the core is compressed, the internal structure is

deformed and destroyed, and the change of permeability

is significant. When the net stress increases to 20 MPa,

the variation degree of the core structure stabilizes, and

the permeability retention rate remains unchanged.

Because the mineral composition of cores from the same

formation is basically the same, the deformation ability and

degree of different permeability cores are similar, and the

variation curves at different permeability show the same

trend.

FIGURE 4
Experimental setup.

FIGURE 5
Relationship curves between the permeability retention and
net stress at the different net stresses.

FIGURE 6
Relationship between the permeability retention and net
stress at the different net stresses.
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Stress sensitivity of cores with condensate
gas as the flow medium

The stress-sensitive test results of the three cores are shown

in Figure 6. When the net stress increases, the permeability

decreases rapidly, and the permeability retention rate of all

three cores decreases to less than 10%.When the net differential

pressure increases from 30 MPa, the permeability retention rate

also increases. When the net stress reaches 45 MPa, the

permeability retention rate of all three cores decreases to less

than 10% (6.85% for core BZ-1, 8.04% for core BZ-2, and 7.8%

for core BZ-3). When the net stress increases to 5 MPa, the

permeability retention rate rapidly decreases to less than 10%.

According to Figure 3, the pressure drops below the dew point

pressure of 43.97 MPa when the net stress increases to 5 MPa.

At this time, retrograde condensation occurs, and the saturation

of condensate oil rapidly increases. After the formation

pressure drops by 3 MPa, the oil saturation in the core

reaches about 30%, causing pore throat blockage. This

situation keeps aggravating and leads to a rapid drop in

permeability. When the net differential pressure reaches

30 MPa, the permeate retention rate increases with the

increase of the net differential pressure. When the net stress

reaches 20 MPa, the pore throat blockage decreases, and the

permeate rate increases.

Core skeleton damage and retrograde
condensation damage discrimination

The experimental fluid used in the first group was nitrogen,

and the stress-sensitive damage factor in the experiment can be

considered as only core skeleton damage. In the second group,

condensate gas was used as the experimental fluid. During the

experiment, retrograde condensation occurs in the core with the

change of the net stress, producing condensate oil. The factors

causing the decrease in permeability can be regarded as a

combination of core skeleton damage and retrograde

condensation damage. By comparing the damage at the same

permeability level in the two sets of experiments, the percentage

of the total damage caused by retrograde condensation damage

and core skeleton damage can be obtained:

Dst � 100% −Da

100% −Db
× 100% (1)

whereDst is the percentage of damage caused by the core skeleton

(%); Da is the permeability retention rate under experimental

nitrogen conditions (%); Db is the permeability retention rate

under experimental conditions of condensate gas (%).

Dcon � 100% −Dst (2)
where Dcon is the percentage of damage caused by

condensate (%).

According to Eqs. 1, 2, the percentage of retrograde

condensation damage and core skeleton damage of the three

cores were obtained, as shown in Figure 7. It can be seen that the

damage percentage change of the three cores shows the same

trend. When the net stress is 5 MPa, the percentage of retrograde

condensation damage is greater than that of core skeleton

damage. However, as the net stress increases, the percentage

of retrograde condensation damage gradually decreases, and the

core skeleton damage gradually increases. Finally, the percentage

of core skeleton damage exceeds 90%, while the percentage of

retrograde condensation damage is less than 10%. With a smaller

core permeability, the percentage of core skeleton damage is

smaller, and the percentage of retrograde condensation damage is

larger.

According to the variation curve, retrograde condensation

damage and core skeleton damage can be divided into three

stages (Figure 8). Stage 1 occurs before the net differential

pressure reaches 7 MPa. At this stage, the pressure drops

below the dew point, and some component phases in the

condensate gas become condensate oil, rapidly occupying the

core pore throat. However, the core skeleton is not broken. The

retrograde condensation damage is the main factor leading to the

decrease in permeability. Stage 2 is between 7MPa and 20 MPa.

The oil saturation of the core stabilizes at about 30%, while the

degree of deformation and damage of the core structure

increases, resulting in a higher percentage of core skeletal

damage than the percentage of retrograde condensation

damage. In stage 3, the percentage of each damage stabilizes

after 20 MPa. After 20 MPa, the core skeleton damage accounts

for about 90% of the net pressure drop and tends to be stable.

Therefore, the core skeleton damage can be considered the main

cause of the permeability drop, while the proportion of reverse

retrograde condensation damage is smaller.

FIGURE 7
The percentage of core skeleton damage and retrograde
condensate damage.
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According to the experimental results, the impact of

retrograde condensate and stress sensitivity on the

permeability of the reservoir during production can be divided

into five stages: 1) The initial stage: In this state, the formation

pressure is greater than the dew point pressure, there is only

condensate gas in the core, and the core skeleton does not change;

2) The leading stage of retrograde condensate: When the

formation pressure drops to the dew point pressure, the

condensate gas condensate phenomenon occurs, condensate

oil occupies the core pore throat, resulting in a rapid decline

in core permeability, and the core skeleton is not broken; 3) Joint

action stage: when the formation pressure drops between 5 and

7 MPa, the core skeleton begins to broken. At this stage, the

retrograde condensation damage and core skeleton damage

jointly lead to the decrease of reservoir permeability; 4) The

leading stage of core skeleton damage: when the formation

pressure drops to 7 MPa, the degree of deformation and

damage of the core structure increases, while the condensate

content in the core remains unchanged, and core skeleton

damage is the main reason for the decrease of permeability; 5)

Final stage: After the formation pressure drops by 20 MPa, the

degree of deformation and damage of the core structure is

maximum and condensate oil content remain unchanged, and

the permeability remains stable.

The impact of condensation on
capacity

The experimental results can be used to fit the equation for

calculating gas well production. Moreover, gas well production

under different bottom flow pressures can be obtained to evaluate

the degree of condensation damage.

Penetration rate calculation formula

Permeability calculation requires the consideration of stress

sensitivity and condensate oil. The variation of condensate

saturation is related to the variation of formation pressure. By

fitting the condensate saturation and pressure curves to Figure 3,

the following equation can be obtained:

Sw p( ) � a · p4 + b · p3 + c · p2 + d · p + e (3)

where Sw(p) is the condensate oil content saturation (%); p is the

formation pressure (MPa); a, b, c, d, and e are the coefficients.

Based on the results of stress-sensitive experiments with

condensate gas as the experimental fluid and Eq. 1, the

equation for calculating the permeability is fitted considering

the stress-sensitive case where the phase occurs in

condensate gas:

k � a · Sw p( ) + b · k0ec· pe−p0( ) (4)

where k is permeability (mD); k0 is the initial permeability (mD);

pe is the initial pressure (MPa); p0 is the test pressure (MPa); a, b,

and c are the coefficients.

Calculation of gas well production

To facilitate the modeling and solution requirements, the

following assumptions need to be made: 1) Rocks and

stratigraphic fluids are compressible, and the compression

coefficient is constant; 2) Percolation of gases in the reservoir

obeys Darcy’s law; 3) The effects of capillary forces and gravity

on seepage is neglected; 4) No change in temperature of the

reservoir; 5) The strata are homogeneous and isotropic. Under

stable production conditions, the production equation for gas

wells can be expressed as follows:

Qsc � ZscTsc

ZTpsc

2πrhpk
μ

dp

dr
(5)

where Qsc is the gas well production (m3/d); Zsc is the gas

compression coefficient under standard conditions; Tsc is the gas

temperature at standard conditions, (K); Z is the gas compression

coefficient of the reservoir; T is the reservoir temperature (K); psc is

the reservoir pressure (MPa); r is the radius of the well (m); h is the

thickness of the reservoir (m); p is the bottom flow pressure (MPa); k

is the reservoir permeability (mD); μ is the fluid viscosity (mPas).

By substituting Eq. 4 into the gas production equation and

integrating, the gas production equation considering stress

sensitivity and condensate gas phase is obtained:

Qsc � 2πZscTsch

TpscμZ ln re
rw

p2
e − p2

wf( ) a · Sw p( ) + b · k0ec· pe−�p( )[ ] (6)

Gas well production calculation

Based on the actual reservoir conditions, the parameters are given

in Table 4, and the gas well production is calculated for different

bottom flow pressures with and without retrograde condensation.

The calculated results are shown in Figure 9. It can be seen

that the production increases as the bottom flow pressure

TABLE 4 Calculated parameters.

Reservoir temperature (K) 452.15

Reservoir pressure (MPa) 45.7

The radius of the well (m) 0.1

The thickness of the reservoir (m) 67.2

Fluid viscosity (mPa·s) 0.067

Gas compression coefficient 0.9

Reservoir permeability (mD) 0.7
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decreases. When the flow pressure at the bottom of the well is

0 MPa, the gas well production without retrograde condensation

decreases by 97.65%, suggesting that the precipitation of

condensate gas seriously affects gas well production. However,

this equation is a steady-state production equation, and the

calculation process does not consider the impact of

production time on capacity, which has certain limitations.

Conclusion

In this study, the change of retrograde condensate damage

and core skeleton damage during pressure drop was analyzed

through the stress-sensitive experiment with nitrogen and

condensate gas as the experimental fluid. According to the

experimental results, the calculation formula of gas well

production considering the phase change of condensate gas

was derived. The following conclusions were made:

(1) The results of stress-sensitive experiments using nitrogen as the

experimental fluid show that when the net stress is less than

20MPa, the core structure is deformed and damaged, resulting

in a decrease in permeability. When the net stress exceeds

20MPa, the structural damage and permeability change tend

to be stable. The results of stress-sensitive experiments using

condensate gas as the experimental fluid show that after the net

stress increases to 5MPa, the condensate gas undergoes a phase

change, and condensate oil rapidly occupies the pore throat,

resulting in a rapid decrease in rock permeability. When the net

stress reaches 20MPa, the condensate saturation decreases, the

pore throat blockage slows down, and the permeability increases.

(2) The discrimination between core skeleton damage and

retrograde condensation damage indicates that the damage

can be divided into three stages. At Stage 1 (the net stress is

less than 7MPa), the core skeleton damage accounts for about

35%, and the retrograde condensation damage accounts for

about 65%. At Stage 2 (the net stress is greater than 7MPa and

less than 20MPa), the percentage of core skeleton damage

gradually increases from 35% to 70%–80%, and the

percentage of retrograde condensation damage decreases to

20%–30%. At Stage 3 (the net stress is greater than 20MPa),

two kinds of damage tend to stabilize, in which the core skeleton

damage accounts for about 90%, and the percentage of

retrograde condensation damage is about 10%.

(3) Because core skeleton damage and retrograde condensate

damage have different sensitivity to pressure changes, the

main damage of each stage is different. After the pressure

drops below the dew point, part of the component phase in

the condensate gas becomes condensate oil, the core skeleton

does not break the ring to a large extent, suggesting that

retrograde condensation damage is the main factor

contributing to the decrease in permeability in stage 1. At

stage 2, the degree of phase transformation of condensate gas

stabilizes, while the degree of deformation and damage to the

core structure increases. The percentage of core skeleton

damage starts to increase and exceeds the percentage of

retrograde condensation damage. At stage 3, the

FIGURE 8
Five stages of the impact of retrograde condensate and stress sensitivity on the permeability of the reservoir during production: (i)The initial
stage; (ii) The leading stage of retrograde condensate; (iii) The joint action stage; (iv) The leading stage of core skeleton damage; (v)The final stage.

FIGURE 9
The relationship between production and bottom hole flow
pressure.
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deformation and failure degree of the core skeleton stabilize

when the net stress reaches 20 MPa, with little change in the

percentage of both types of damage.

(4) According to the experimental results, the equation

considering stress sensitivity and condensate gas phase

transformation is obtained to calculate gas well production.

The calculation results show that the production decreases by

97.65% when the phase transformation is considered. The

phase transformation of condensate gas seriously affects the

exploitation of condensate gas reservoirs, leading to a

significant decrease in production.
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